Abstract. Fuel cells are electrochemical power generation system which may achieve high energy efficiencies with environmentally friendly emissions. Among the different types, Proton Exchange Membrane fuel cells (PEMFC) seem at present one of the most promising choices. A very important component of a PEMFC is the gas diffusion layer (GDL), which has the primary role of managing water in the cell, allowing reactant gases transport to the catalyst layer while keeping the membrane correctly hydrated and preventing electrode flooding. Therefore, GDLs have to be porous and very hydrophobic. Carbon clothes or carbon papers coated with a hydrophobizing agent -typically a fluoropolymer -are used. Given the complex chemistry and morphology of the GDLs, wettability analyses on them present some critical issues when using the conventional contact angle measurement techniques. In this paper, the deposition of a drop on a GDL (produced using polytetrafluoroethylene-co-perfluoroalcoxy vinyl ether as the fluorinated polymer) was investigated by means of micro computed tomography (microCT) and numerical simulation. The microCT facility operational at the University of Bergamo was used to acquire a 3D tomography of a water drop deposed on a sample GDL. The reconstructed drop dataset allows thorough understanding of the real drop shape, of its contact area and contact line. The GDL dataset was used to create a realistic mesh for the numerical simulation of the drop deposition, which was performed using the OpenFOAM ® interFOAM solver.
Introduction
Fuel cells are electrochemical power generation systems where chemical energy is directly converted into electrical energy, without passing through combustion [1, 2] . Their high energy efficiencies and environmentally friendly emissions make them very promising, even if a series of issues still has to be solved before their large scale application might be feasible. They also constitute a highly interesting topic from the theoretical point of view, as their design involves chemical, electrical, mechanical, thermal and fluid dynamic aspects at both the macro-and the microscale. Therefore, they constitute a field of very active research. Among the different available types of fuel cell, Proton Exchange Membrane fuel cells (PEM-FC) work at low temperatures with hydrogen as fuel, offering high power densities and flexibility to load changes. A fundamental component in a PEMFC (and also in other types, e.g. microbial fuel cells [3] ) is the Gas Diffusion Layers (GDL). One of the major tasks for a GDL is to manage water within the cell [4] , acting as a barrier to water transport -thus maintaining the electrolyte membrane correctly hydrated and keeping the ionic conductivity high -and letting water pass only through some of the pores, keeping the most of the pores free for the reactants fluxes. To carry out such task, it has to be porous and highly hydrophobic. GDLs are therefore made of carbon fibers hydrophobized by a fluoropolymer dispersed on them. The fibers may be arranged either as a proper carbon fabric with a real warp-and-weft structure (carbon cloth) or in a woven-non-woven texture (carbon papers) obtained by high temperature sintering. The most used hydrophobizing agent is PTFE, but other fluoropolymers are under study too, e.g. perfluoroalcoxy (PFA), fluorinated ethylene propylene (FEP), fluorinated polyurethane based on perfluoropolyether (PFPE) blocks [5] .
The high importance of the GDL hydrophobicity for the fuel cell performance is matched by the complexity of its evaluation. GDLs are absolutely far from the ideal surfaces on which the Young equation [6] and the conventional contact angle measurement techniques can be easily applied. They are chemically inhomogeneous, not flat, with a multi-scale roughness (from the fiber roughness to the warp-and-weft texture) which is only pseudo-isotropic. Moreover, they have to be extremely hydrophobic, up to the limit of superhydrophobicity (contact angle ≥ 150°, contact angle hysteresis ≤ 10°). All these conditions pose very significant difficulties [7] also to the state-of-the-art techniques for wettability analysis using sessile drops (which is the most commonly used method), e.g. Axisymmetric Drop Shape Analysis (ADSA) [8] . The major issues are that on such surfaces: -the contact angle may be, and in general is, different from point to point along the triple line due to the surface morphology and to the triple line pinning on the surface edges [9] ; -the apparent contact angle, i.e. the angle that the drop contour forms with an ideal horizontal line cutting the base surface at the contact points, is the only one accessible to conventional measurements (based on optical side-views acquisitions). The apparent contact angle may be related to the real contact angle by means of different models, among which the most credited are still the Wenzel model [10] -for homogeneous surfaces in which the drop liquid completely fills the grooves in the surface texture -and the Cassie-Baxter model [11] , to be used for chemically heterogeneous surfaces or when the drop does not fill the grooves. The effectiveness of such models for surfaces characterized by multivariate wetting scenarios is still debated in the literature, so that detailed experiments about chemically and morphologically complex surfaces are needed for their validation; -when conventional optics are used, the measurement may be affected by lens distortion, small depth of field with focus problems (particularly for the identification of the baseline), low or excess lighting or non-parallel light direction, low resolution of the image, diffraction near the contact points (particularly for very high contact angles). Moreover, side views of the drop-surface system may not be equivalent to real cross sections of the same; Thus, there is a need to develop new techniques to improve the contact angle measurement and more in general the wettability analysis (triple line, wetted area, adhesion) of complex surfaces. GDLs are excellent test surfaces, as they join complexity and usefulness for practical applications.
In this work the use of micro computed tomography (microCT) is proposed to acquire a real threedimensional representation of a sessile drop on a GDL surface, with the aim of extracting from the tomographic volume both direct experimental information about the drop shape and the surface wettability, and a realistic mesh for the numerical simulation of a drop deposition onto such surfaces.
Micro computed tomography
Among several emerging tomographic imaging techniques (derived using different physical phenomena, e.g. gamma rays, radio-frequency waves, electrical resistance, electrons, magnetic particles) currently available for the non-invasive visualization of the inside of an opaque material, the microCT is the one with highest spatial resolution and good penetrating capability. Thus, it is the most suited non-destructive technique (NDT) for the morphological reconstruction of multiphase interfaces at microscale.
A prototype microCT set-up ( Fig. 1) 
Numerical simulations
Numerical simulations were performed using the interFoam solver of the OpenFOAM ® 2.2.0 open source CFD toolbox [12] . OpenFOAM ® was selected due to its free and open source nature and to the many favorable reviews and successful cases of application described in the literature [e.g. [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] . interFoam is a isothermal finite volume solver implementing a modified version of the Volume of Fluid (VOF) [18] method to simulate two-phase flow using a single set of equations. Both phases are assumed as incompressible and surface tension is included by means of the continuum surface force (CSF) model [19] . Volume tracking and interface reconstruction, with no explicit interface tracking, is performed. With respect to the original VOF formulation, the interFoam model includes an additional term in the volume fraction equation (Eqn. 1), to obtain interface compression down to just 2-4 cells. The full set of the governing equations solved by interFoam is thoroughly described in [13, 14, 17] . In summary, it is constituted by the incompressible continuity and Navier-Stokes equation system, plus an equation for the transport of the volume fraction (also called color function)
In the last equation, u r is the so-called "compression velocity" that performs interface compression. In strict terms, such an additional term is a mass source, but both literature results [17] and verification by the authors proved that mass variation is completely negligible.
The drop water and the surrounding air were both assumed as Newtonian fluids, and the flow as laminar. substrate were fixed using the setFields OpenFOAM ® utility, assuming an initially spherical and still drop.
Previous tests by the authors [20] confirmed that the discretization schemes (both for space and time), solution algorithms and solver settings indicated in [17] are the most suitable for the investigated cases. Automatic time step adaptation was used to keep the Courant-Friedrichs-Lewy (CFL) number under the limit of 0.3 which is requested by the peculiar interface compression scheme used in interFoam for 3D simulations [13] . Some volume fraction sub-cycles were also performed to further improve the accuracy. The side effect of these choices is obviously that for the very fine meshes required by the GDL structure such a low value of the CFL number implies very small time steps and consequently very long simulation times.
Both complete 3D simulations and 2D simulations on single slices of the investigated volume were performed. For the 3D simulations, the domain was modeled as a "box" having sides of a few millimeters and whose bottom is constituted by the real GDL surface. The latter was extracted from the tomographic volume as an isosurface at the proper intensity value and exported as a stereolithography (STL) file. A structured mesh was initially created filling a box with regular hexaedra and then the OpenFOAM ® snappyHexMesh utility was used to modify such basic mesh. For 2D simulations, a completely analogous procedure was followed, with the only difference that an extrusion of the selected volume slice was used as the bottom of the domain.
snappyHexMesh is able to perform different steps in mesh processing: -select, from the base mesh, only the cells which are on one side of the surface described by the STL file; this creates a mesh with jagged boundaries; -snap the vertices of the selected cells to their nearest points on the surface, so that the resulting mesh boundaries follows the original limiting surface; -add boundary layer cells, if desired to better capture boundary layer phenomena. For this work, only the first two steps were performed. In Fig. 2 examples of the resulting mesh after the first step and after the second are presented, both for 3D (top row) and 2D (bottom row) domains. The zooms from the 2D meshes are shown to better evidence the effect of the snapping step. Regrettably, the GDL surface is extremely complex, so that the snapping step creates a mesh that may include a certain number of extremely small and skewed cells, particularly in 3D. Great care has therefore to be devoted to obtaining a correct mesh, and in any case the CFL number limit requires time steps so small that 3D simulations become unfeasible on common personal computers. Therefore, the simulations described in this work were run on the snapped mesh in 2D, while using the jagged meshes in 3D. The use of jagged meshes worsens the well-known issues about contact angle and surface tension modeling -common to all non-smoothed interface-tracking and interfacereconstruction algorithms -that result in the development of spurious velocities near the interface. On small domains, the latter may heavily affect the reliability of the simulation. This is a quite common situation for analysis concerning complex surfaces (e.g. for porous media) and suitable countermeasures are under development to overcome these issues [21] . They require significant modifications of the solvers, which were not taken on here. Moreover, the simulation time in 3D was very long (some weeks for each simulation), with the consequence that rigorous mesh independence studies could not be carried out on 3D simulations. Therefore, they were performed on 2D simulations, while only preliminary checks about mesh independence were performed in 3D. Table 1 reports the domain and mesh characteristics for the performed simulations, while Fig. 3 shows the mesh dependence of the drop profile during the first part of the deposition in 2D simulations. It can be noticed how the drop profile and main drop dimensions are mesh independent. Concerning 3D simulations, no significant difference in the results were found with the finer mesh, apart from minor improvements in the resolution of the results and in the reduction of the spurious velocities.
The described issues concerning the mesh should be kept in mind in the evaluation of the simulation results, which at present must be considered mainly as a preliminary "feasibility study" about this topic, to trace the route for more in-depth studies. Concerning boundary conditions: -the top and the side boundaries of the domain were set as open boundaries at fixed total pressure, with volume fraction equal to 1 for the air phase (the drop must not reach such boundaries during the interesting part of the simulation); -the bottom (modeling the GDL surface) was set as a no-slip wall at fixed flux pressure, with a dynamic contact angle condition for the volume fraction. The latter b.c. is defined in OpenFOAM ® on the basis of the maximum advancing and minimum receding contact angles, plus a scaling velocity which allows the calculation of the effective contact angle in dependence of the velocity of the interface in contact with the boundary. 
Results
As test surfaces, two GDLs -prepared by the Materials for Energy and Environment group of the Chemistry, Materials and Chemical Engineering Department of Politecnico di Milano -were used. The carbon matrix is the same for both, but one was hydrophobized using PTFE and the other using PFA. The voxel resolutions of the tomographic scans are 8 m and 5.12 m for the GDL-PTFE and GDL-PFA surfaces, respectively. Figures 4 a) and b) show the isosurface extracted from the tomographic volume for the two GDLs. As already described, such isosurfaces were saved as STL files and used to prepare the mesh for the numerical simulations. The GDL-PFA was also acquired after a drop was deposed on it. Figures 5 a) and b) show such situation both by means of a conventional side view taken with a SLR camera with macro lens and as the isosurfaces for drop and GDL after tomographic acquisition. It is evident how the tomographic reconstruction offers a much higher level of detail, with a micrometric resolution which is unreachable by the conventional optical investigation techniques and in a real three-dimensional reconstructed volume, which cannot be obtained with conventional electron microscopy. The tomographic output can be further processed to get accurate measurements of the drop volume and surface area, of the wetted area and of the real shape of the contact line [22, 23] . It can also be sliced both horizontally, to get information about the water permeation within the GDL fibers (Fig. 6) , and vertically, to evidence the complexity of the wetting, e.g. with pinning on the fibers (Fig. 7) . If polar vertical slices are extracted and the drop is assumed to be macroscopically axisymmetric, axisymmetric drop shape analysis (ADSA) can also be applied to get information about the contact angle on a slice-wise basis [22] . Using such an approach, the average contact angle on the GDL-PFA was calculated and compared with the measurement by conventional ADSA on sessile drop pictures. Good agreement was obtained between the two approaches, with an average value of the "as placed" static contact angle = 151° (std. dev. 0.6°) for the conventional measurements and = 154° (std. dev. 2.6°) for the microCT analysis. The higher standard deviation for the microCT case reflects the variability of the contact angle along the triple line, which can be easily missed when using the conventional approach. Dynamic contact angle measurements by the conventional approach evidenced a very low hysteresis. Therefore, a value of the static contact angle equal to 150° and a hysteresis of 10° were used as input for the simulation of the drop deposition on the GDL-PFA surface. On the contrary, a contact angle equal to 110° with and hysteresis of 20° -reflecting literature values for smooth PTFE -was arbitrarily set for the simulation on the GDL-PTFE surface, to simulate a less hydrophobic scenario. It is worth noting that the real wettability of GDL-PTFE is extremely similar to the one on the GDL-PFA, due to the dominating effect of morphology. Figure 8 shows some images of the drop shape during the deposition on the two surfaces. Figure 9 shows the time evolution of the apparent spreading ratio during the simulated deposition on the GDL-PTFE (case 3D fine). The apparent spreading ratio is defined here as the ratio between the wetted area vertically projected onto a horizontal plane and the equatorial section area of the drop before impact. The drop on such less hydrophobic surface has a much wider wetted area and it remains pinned to the surface after the contact, while on the more hydrophobic surface the drop bounces back, despite the extremely low "impact" velocity. Figure 10 shows the time evolution of the normalized (with respect to the drop diameter before impact) height of the drop center of mass and drop vertical diameter during simulation on GDL-PFA (case 3D). The first was calculated from the reference plane identified by the lowest point of the GDL surface. The drop normalized diameter is shown in the figure by means of the error bars. The equilibrium values of such quantities for the experimental drop on the GDL-PFA substrate are also shown in red in the chart for comparison. The bouncing and deformation of the drop after impact is clearly evidenced and it is qualitatively consistent with direct observation during real drop deposition, even if the bouncing height in the simulations appears (no rigorous quantitative measurement was performed during the experimental part) excessive.
Concerning the final drop shape, the spurious velocities induce distortions and oscillations of the drop surface for a time which is much longer than the experimentally observed one. As a consequence, the condition of static equilibrium for the drops on the surfaces could only be reached in 2D simulations, which are obviously much faster, and thanks to a "trick": once the deposition dynamics of interests were captured, the viscosities of the phases were increased 1000 times to reduce the spurious velocities and dampen the oscillations (as in [24] ). In fact, viscosity for Newtonian fluids has no influence on the drop equilibrium shape, which is only related to the capillary constant and curvature radii at the drop apex. Thus the ADSA technique to evaluate the drop shape and contact angle from vertical slices of the simulated drops could be applied. The contact angle in this case is a trivial result: being one of the boundary condition of the simulation, it is obviously reproduced. On the contrary, analysis of the drop shape is a good validation of the simulation performances. Vertical slices of the simulated volume (Fig. 11, right part) show that on the more hydrophobic surface the drop is in a Cassie-Baxter wetting state, with air pockets entrapped between the drop and the GDL. This is consistent with the experimental evidence from microtomographic scans (Fig. 11, left part) . Table 2 summarizes the results of ADSA analysis on the tomographic slices and on the results of the 2D simulation for GDL-PFA, while Fig. 12 provide an example of the fitted theoretical drop contours on the slices (experimental and numerical) shown in Fig. 11 . It is evident how both drop profiles can be satisfactorily fitted with the numerical integration of the Laplace-Young equation, apart from the contact region where the drop pinning on the GDL fibers alters the drop shape with respect to the theoretical one (which is developed for a perfectly smooth surface). The curvature radius at the apex, the height over maximum diameter ratio, the Eötvös number are well reproduced by the simulation.
Conclusions
Computer-aided microtomography (microCT) was used to investigate wettability for two gas diffusion layers for fuel cells, both of cloth type but hydrophobized using different fluoropolimers (PTFE and PFA). Such surfaces pose high difficulties for conventional wettability studies. A sessile drop deposed on the GDL-PFA surface was acquired by the microCT and information about the real contact area, contact line and contact angle could be obtained from the tomographic volume. The microCT scan also allows direct visualization of the contact region, confirming that on the highly hydrophobic and morphologically complex GDL structure the drop is in a Cassie-Baxter wetting state. The two GDL surfaces extracted from the tomographic volume were then used to create a realistic mesh for the numerical simulation of drop deposition on such surfaces, using the VOF technique. The complexity of the resulting mesh is a serious issue for the reliability of the simulations, particularly due to spurious velocities and dynamic contact angle modeling. Nevertheless, simulation results were consistent both qualitatively and partially quantitatively with experimental observations.
